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[ STATEMENT ]

Researching unfamiliar facts and unrecorded in-

cidents in history with anthropological approach-

es and literal references, I create works to explore 

perspectives to cultural diversity and worldviews 

under my conceptual interpretations. With this, 

I presented meanings emerging among “facts”, 

“records”, and, “fictions”. 

Through my fieldwork as an anthropological ap-

proach, I collect found objects, pictures, stories 

and I visually and conceptually interpret their 

symbolic meanings. As a result, unique rela-

tionships in these meanings emerge, which I call 

“visual rhetoric”, and I develop my works with 

it. With this method, I express some abstractions, 

contradictions, truth and myth by liberating and 

mystifying these defined things in these collected 

found objects and stories.  

Also, I apply, abstract, and conceptualize mate-

rials and resources unique in areas where I visit 

during my fieldtrips for my production of instal-

lations, videos and projects. I explore develop-

ment of conceptual worldviews and attempt to 

visualize the conceptually parallel world. 



| Top | Installation view

| Second row |  Travel into the unknown territory, 
2010, photo-documentation of Gulliver’s Travels
and wite-out pen, 47 cm x 32 cm

| Third row left | Instruction for the relocations..., 
2010, Graphite on tracing paper and wall, 36 cm x 
43 cm each
Texts taken from following sources
Page 384 and page 385 from “A different Mirro 
- A History of Multicultural America” by Ronald 
Takaki, 1993
“Executive Order 9066 (Instructions to all persons 
of Japanese Ancestry)”, 1942
“Japanese Monkey Group Translocation: Effects 
on Seasonal Breeding” by Halod Gouzoules, Sarah 
Gouzoules and Linda Fedigan, 1980

| Third row right | Ghost shoe and Rainbow shoe, 
2009, Color rubber bands, shoe, aluminum foil, matt 
white spray paint and marks on wall, dimension 
variable

| Bottom left | Authenticity of the Auther, 2010
Custom flag made in China, documentation by 
printing company in China, shipping package
182 cm x 121 cm

| Bottom Righ | Installation concept drawing on 
envelop

Stories of fictitious facts..., 2010

“Stories of fictitious facts…” explored a space be-
tween facts and fiction based on recorded informa-
tion.  Starting from a literal description of “Japan” 
among other fictitious names in Gulliver’s travel by 
Jonathan Swift, this project questioned perspectives 
and understanding about our present world through 
fact and fiction, reality and social norm, about lin-
er thinking (writing) and non-liner thinking (visual) 
mostly based on recorded materials such as picture, 
texts article and found objects.
About 13 works were presented through the same 
logic. However, the topics were diverse. They were 
about perspective and understanding on particular 
topics;  A Whole (Evil or Good), Relocated Mon-
key (human or inhuman), A concept of Nation (Who 
builds a nation and patriotism?), A life (Future or 
the past?), A word (Semiotics and the meaning?), 
memories (inheritance or perceived notion?), orig-
inal (original or copied?), ritual (secrecy or magic) 
and so on.
In this installation, I employed a concept of “visual 
rhetoric” which I came up with. This concept ques-
tioned about actual effectiveness through expres-
sions by writings and by visuals. I believed that there 
were special effects and logics only perceived by vi-
suals upon gained knowledge. And I called it a space 
between facts and fiction.



Die art und weise auf salz... / the ways of salz..., 
2010

| Top left | Geshichte, 2010, Wooden door and light-tube, 
210 cm x 60 cm
| Top right | Relocation, 2010
Corn, red spray paint, salt, sticks and plastic tray, dimension variable
| Middle | Installation view
| Bottom | Reading traces, 2010, Tracing paper and graphite, 36 cm x 
43 cm each

This installation dealt with dualism in culture and language. I picked 
one symbolic word “Geschihite” in German, which means “hisotry” 
and “story” in English translation. In addition to this dualism, I created 
works that deal with beliefs, society and history relating with Japan and 
Germany as my response to the surrounding environment.



| Top | Installation view
| Middle | Video screenshot 
| Bottom | Video screenshot
Installation and  Video (16 mins 46 secs)  

“Embodiments of Constellation with Dedication to Spirits with-
out names...” is a video work consisting of actions and items. 
The items were collected to form a particular story. Each action 
was generated by inspiration from each item. It was an attempt to 
explore new method of expression and also to explore what my 
appearance may evoke in a film.
It is about a story by a man. It is a story of monologue with ritu-
als. It reflects culture where he lives, the space of his mindscape. 
It is an amalgam of believes, specula tions, perspectives, mythol-
ogy and the universe that vaguely construct his world. The man 
is the source for all those stories, and vice verse. They relate to 
each other through associations, interpretations and imaginations 
that con struct his world. Greek mythology, Shintoism, Japanese 
Manga, shadow pup pet, forgotten cave drawings, a historical 
Moroccan traveler, visual cognition test and African fabrique 
among others are the references for this story. The intentional 
use and misuse of such meanings and references take you to the 
secret space of his allegory.

Embodiments of Constellation with dedica-
tion to spirits without names..., 2013

curated by Daniel Kurjakovic for Cinéphémère-FIAC



| Top left |
sans titre (Thoughts on a suspended relationship 
between infinity and cosmos), sculpture, 2015

| Top right| 
Balance of Consciousness, mobile sculpture, 2016

| Bottom |
Cairns,or Syzygy, photograph, 2017

UNIVERSE / ABSTRACTION / 
VISUAL RHETORIC / CONSTEL-
LATION / LIFE PHILOSOPHY, 
2017

This series of works are selected among works cre-
ated between 2011 and 2017 based on my personal 
perspective. These works made over the seven years 
may not have specific connections but rather it rep-
resents symbolic emergence out of ideas that devel-
oped under my consciousness in everyday life and 
artist in residence. This was the accomplishment out 
of steady productions without having a proper studio 
space and even with occasional relocations.
With “word play”, “nature of translation”, “visual 
rhetoric”, “cultural definitions”, “unique expression 
of video and concept of time”, and “unexpected con-
sequences in collaboration” as a part of my interest, I 
also dealt with emptiness in existence and meanings.



| Top |
Fragments of the Wrecked Argo Navis..., soap, 2015

| Middle left | Installation view
Clockwise in the picture: Space Blanket Suit Pat-
tern... (Golden Fleece), 2017, Landscape visible by 
blowing winds..., 2017, Stimme, Stimme, Stimme...
(#2) , 2017

| Middle right | Stimme, Stimme, Stimme...(#2), 
comic book cutouts, 2017

| Bottom | Bonsai..., collage, 2015



Art Book Project
collaboration with Michel Butor
curated by Gervais Jassaud

This art book project was proposed by a French cu-
rator, Gervias Jassaud, who specifically works on 
art book by pairing a writer and a visual artist.  In 
this time, Jassaud selected Michel Butor who is best 
known by French “Nouveau roman”. 12 copies of 
Butor’s “J…” were hand-printed and handed over 
me. I worked on visuals for the 12 copies and all the 
books look different.

J..., 2015


